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A fantasy game developed by the team of BANDAI NAMCO Studios that
excels in action, the story from the perspective of light and darkness,
that develops an action and adventure that are full of passion and
excitement. This quest is to explore a new fantasy world with a myriad
of exciting scenes that are related to the story. RISE A dark god looming
over the Lands Between. As the time for the summoning of the Elden
Ring approaches, the Elden Lord has assumed his appearance and has
spread terror throughout the land. The time for you, a strong warrior,
has come. CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT Nestled amidst a foggy world,
you can freely develop your character according to your play style. As
your proficiency increases, new skills and spells will be added, giving
you the chance to make your character as you wish. TRANSPORTATION
With a vast range of exciting surroundings, from the colorful city of
Vathris to the lush forests of Ocosh, this world was built with future
adventurers in mind. Experience the action of a fantasy world with
unparalleled freedom. LANDS BETWEEN Nestled in the center of this
world, the Lands Between are a place full of a sense of despair and
isolation. With an intriguing story and a three-dimensional design, you
will discover many exciting scenes on your journey! CHARACTERS The
character classes in this game are reduced to three choices: a Warrior,
a Mage, and a Mystic. By developing your character, you will be able to
freely play as a class suitable to your play style. **All item prices are
subject to change without prior notice.** The following price changes
apply to the items released on September 30th: ▪ All items priced at
280~295, 300~325, 350~375, and 400~430 GY will be set to 285~305,
325~350, 375~405, and 430~455 GY, respectively. *Price starts from
an early September 30th. Gross sales so far [Total Gross Sale]
[EXP/PEN/NPC Amount] [Gold] [Silver] [Gold/Month] [Gold/Week]
[Silver/Week] [Gold/Fortnight] [Silver/Fortnight] [161,983,906]
[490,000/43,

Elden Ring Features Key:
Version AAAAABBBBB'
[Stats] Name: Breadth (略) Base amount:9
Experience of leveling:
Side effect:No
Daily/weekly consumption:4/15 (Standard)=Damage
Effect:Increases damage by 1 PP x2 (Minimum level:1)
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String effect:
Most importantly, the secondary effects this item has! Ability:
Special ability +1 Increased # of Weapon Expression:+1
Damage +1 Increased # of Cyclone 【D-Arc】:+1
Effect:Increased # of Recovery Reduction 1:+1
Display:Yes

Duration:99 hours
Movement:None
Condition:none
Effect summary:
As if the primary effect of this product was more remarkable than I had
expected, I have too much fun making the secondary effects. Let's see -
it increases the value of the metamorphosis system as well as
increasing the value of the skills in class. We'll stick to the underlying
materials.
Effect:Metamorphosis +5
New Effects:
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